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GROOM SERVICE
"DRIIING - DRIIING! " A bell sounds!
Three characters, hotel grooms, stuffy and helpful enter: "At your service! ". Room
service, carrying suitcases, housekeepers, messengers ... they run right to left to do
their work but ... it's not counting on their good humor and unpredictable blunders to
make this strict and rigid place a real stir. household. Very quickly the bellboys
workers become grooms actors and jokers.
Punctuated by an incessant bell that reminds them to order, the lively and explosive
sequences follow each other until they lose their breath. Farandole of waterfalls,
battle of duffel, suitcase throwing, diva show, party favors ...
The hotel becomes a playground for these big kids!
“DRIIIING!”Quickly everyone at his post!

Shows by sequences
Domestic scene : Customers are here! The leader of these grooms
distributes order and whistle. Duster, broom, vacuum ... we'll see who
laughs last
The corrida of suitcases It's time to carry suitcases ... But nobody wants
to work ... Who will be named! Unless one of turns out to be a little less
docile ...
The Boa crooner: A groom ensures a short pose dreaming of 4-star
hotel, sequins and celebrities.
The souvenir suitcase The night is calm, the customers sleep, the
grooms discover mysterious suitcases left in the entrance hall ...
Final Pyrotechnic It's a moment of celebration ... It will probably be
necessary to clean tomorrow!

GROOM SERVICE
Form :
Theatrical and musical pyrotechnic street show. Clown and body play. Scenography
in public space, square, esplanade ....
Nocturnal
Duration : about 35 min
Autonomous sound and light rider for a gauge limited to 500 people. Maximum gauge
1000 people
Distribution
3 fireworkers actors, 1 technician
Les Grooms are Amandine Buixeda, Pauline Estienne, Julien Lemonnier
Sound and light engineer : Jérémie Hutin
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